HOW TO: Mighty

Oaks

CLUB COUTURE ™ PROJECT

RELEASED OCTOBER 2022
Supplies
Club Couture Chalk Transfer® design: Mighty Oaks
Chalkology® Paste Singles (subject to change): Currant Jam,
Dune, and Storm*
Additional supplies: Double-Sided Box Frame (6" × 18"), Placement Tape,
Color Trays, Fuzzing Cloth, Quick Dry Tool, Fine Mist Sprayer,
Mini Squeegee, paint brush
*Note that there are two different color palettes to choose from! For the purpose
of this how-to, we use Color Palette #1.

Color and Placement Suggestions (two palette options!)
Color Palette #1, created on the stained side of the Box Frame
Currant Jam: background
Dune: foliage and sentiment
Color Palette #2, created on the whitewashed side of the Box Frame
Storm: foliage and sentiment

Follow these instructions to complete this project:
1.	
Line edges of Box Frame with Placement Tape. This will prevent
the paste from coating the inner edges of the frame.

10.	Dry the Transfer flat with the sticky side up. Once dry, reapply
the Transfer Backer Sheet and store flat.

2.	
Knead your Chalkology Paste Singles and cut them open. Squeeze
the desired amount of paste onto a Color Tray, using a new tray
for each color.

11.	Display this dose of inspiration for yourself and others!

3.	Begin by adding a small amount of water to the Currant Jam paste
and lightly mixing it. Use a paint brush to coat the surface of the
Box Frame and let dry. You can also use a Quick Dry Tool to speed
the drying process. Remove Placement Tape.
4.	Cut your Transfer along the provided cut lines to separate the
foliage image from the sentiment.
5.	Peel off the Transfer Backer Sheet and “fuzz” the Transfer by
gently pressing onto a Fuzzing Cloth and carefully pulling it upward.
6.	Off-set your foliage to the right side of the Box Frame; smooth the
Transfer out to ensure it has properly adhered and that there are
no bubbles or wrinkles.
7.	Use your Mini Squeegee to apply paste over your Transfer (see
“Color and Placement Suggestions”). Scrape away excess paste
as evenly as possible. Once fully chalked, and before the paste dries,
remove the Transfer from the surface.
8.	Repeat the above steps as you chalk the sentiment on the left
side of the Box Frame.
9.	Immediately clean both pieces of your Transfer with cool water
(do not let them soak).
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